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 Folk in a Field

real music. real ale. real field.



What a fantastic weekend! Great bands,
great beer and great food in an absolutely

beautiful setting 
Tricia Furness



Folk in a Field was founded in 2015, with the first event drawing around 350 people

over two days. The aim was to put on a festival that didn’t cost the earth to go to, and

where people didn’t feel ripped off by paying camping and parking on top of the ticket

price. The stage was a lorry trailer and about 16 bands played till late at night. The site

itself was still very new and was still being built at the time. The small toilet block was

the first structure to be built in 2014 as a trial in the building principles of the self

supporting roof, a trademark of a Scandinavian round house. After the third attempt,

the technique was sussed and the main round house was built with a few crossed fingers

as well as bashed ones too. The bar was next, fairly straightforward, trying to work

around the trees to save thrm. The other structures popped up over the years and were

all the brainchild of Alec Birckbeck of West Acre Estate.  

After a successful first year,  planning started straightaway for FIAF Take 2, 2016. Still

learning the ropes and finding our feet, the Festival was blessed with great weather and

around 500 people attended with the addition of the Friday night and a proper stage

hosting 20 bands over the two and a half days. The addition of an extended bar, an

attempt at in-house catering and a premises licence were only a few of the changes and

upgrades needed to make the event grow a little. 

FIAF Take 3, 2017 was one to remember. More lighting, quality acts, more attractions

and the introduction of the Quiet Clearing which played host to holistic remedies,

healings, alternative therapies, yoga, reiki and essential oils. With 850 attending at peak

time on Saturday night, it sure was a grand experience with positive reviews and

constructive feedback. Our in-house BBQ was a success and we took feedback from you

as to what you liked, what you didn’t like and what you wanted to see on the menu next

year. It was at this time the decision was made not to grow too big and to in fact put a

limit on ticket sales as we would rather keep it relatively cheap, and keep the friendly

vibe and relaxed atmosphere, and steer clear of the bustling, crowded and red tape vibe

some festivals have.  

Now FIAF 2018 will be one for our record books, be sure to use our new suggestion box

to leave any comments you feel would make your local festival better. 

Anna Norman

"Wow what a weekend, thank 
you, perfect in every way. What a 
friendly, thoughtful & lovely host 
you were too, you really set such 
a happy tone to the event. 
Great bands & setting" 

O U R  H I S T O R Y    



Awesome weekend in beautiful
settings!  Our first time here but
definitely not the last, a festival
with such a chilled out, happy
vibe! Jamie McBride



MEET THE TEAM 
Luke Horncastle 

Founder  
 

Stage Crew: 
Ciaran Moriaty/Audio East (Sound Technician) 

Tim (Stage Manager) 
Ewan (Assistant Stage Manager) 

Slightly Offensive Steve (Compare) 
Lyndon (Facilities and Estates) 

 
Bar Crew: 

Cheese (Bar Manager) 
Jack (Assistant Bar Manager) 

Flux (Bar Steward) 
 

In-House BBQ: 
G (Head Chef) 

Pickle (BBQ King) 
Tilly (Chips Queen) 

 
Gate Staff: 

Nathalie Horncastle (Gate Manager) 
Bill Horncastle (Ticket and Record Manager) 

 
 

Marshalls: 
Kev (Marshal, Electrician, General All-rounder) 

Kel (Marshal) 
Jack (Marshal, Electrican) 

Little Ewan (Bin Patrol) 
Jackie (Loo Patrol) 

 
Special Thanks: 

Creative Orchard - PR & Event Support  
Beeston Brewery 

Location One  
 



WHATS NEW 
IN 2018

Our Own Beer 
We joined forces with the local, award winning Beeston Brewery to come up with

our own ale. Called 'Out of Folkus', it sure does go down a treat with a quality
butcher's burger from our BBQ. 

Suggestion Box 
This Year we have a suggestion box located in the Round House where you may tell

us what you like, dislike or what you would like to see next time. 

The Shepherds Hut 
Actually it’s a workman’s hut that would have been pulled by a steam traction

engine for road workers in the  early 1900s. Rebuilt by Bill and Natalie, it is set in
the Holistic Hub as a Medium's retreat . 

The Boat Stage 
The Boat stage is an upside down fishing boat with decking out the front. This will

play host to sessions, open mics, free music and singing workshops: look for the
banner and check it out. 



THE 
BANDS 

The Stables 

'Ebullient, heartfelt alt-folk duo'.  A cross between The Tallest Man on Earth, early Bon Iver and The Lumineers'. 

From Matthew Lowe (Keston Cobblers Club) and Daniel Trenholme, comes the new alt-folk duo Stables. Formed

in January 2016 during late night drinks between Matthew and Daniel in London. Matthew was working on a

new project idea at the time and, after playing through what was to become their first single, 'Steam', at 5 am, the

duo was born, and quickly went public four months later.   

The Punkfolkers 

The Punkfolkers are a four piece band based in East Anglia. Their mission in life is to introduce folk music to the

punks and punk to the folkies.  With enough distorted guitar to satisfy any punk but at a volume that won’t send

the folkers running for the exit and all importantly lyrics you can hear and understand. 

This isn’t the folk-punk of The Levellers or The Pogues but the punk of the Pistols and The Clash as filtered

through some real story telling and traditional folk. 

Nepomuk 

When skating in Attendorn, they met and were fuelled by punk rock bands like NOFX or HOT WATER MUSIC,

they wanted to have a band that went neatly forward. Over the years, they discovered that even folk and country

can have a subversive power, if you only play this music properly. But how does that work if you do not want to

break dogmatic protest songs? Roman, Marc, Tim and Micha rely on well tempered timbres that praise 

departure and  freedom. This is not the bad-fitting lace-up trousers to keep the greasy beer belly in check. 

These four guys made their musical choices on a small and a grand scale. They pair surreal poetry with dignified

gestures - and the musical Wall Of Sound grooves in time. As serious songwriters, these four friends have tried

methods in the last few years of wandering, taken paths and taken suggestions. 
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3 Daft Monkeys 
With Celtic and eastern influences, the 3 Daft Monkeys’ dynamic style of world folk music reflects the global
village in which we now live. Their infectious dancing rhythms lead you through a musical journey of the senses and
emotions, and will leave you breathless, enthralled and exhilarated. 

After experiencing the band’s notoriously energetic live performance at Glastonbury Festival last summer, Mark
Radcliffe declared them as one of his “Highlights of the Festival” on BBC TV coverage, and subsequently invited
them to play a session on his BBC Radio 2 Folk Show. The band have also performed a live session with Whispering
Bob Harris on Radio 2. 

With their quirky and original approach to music, and their passion, intensity and sheer joy of life, 3 Daft Monkeys
have gained themselves a large and loyal cult following. Their music is hard to pigeon-hole, mixing and crossing
many musical genres from Celtic, Klezmer, Gypsy, Balkan, Latin, Ska, Dub Reggae, Indie, Rock and even a hint of
Shostakovich. 3 Daft Monkeys have always maintained an independent and cottage-industry approach to their
musical career, and have gained a huge following whilst ploughing their own furrow through the music business,
gaining momentum through their live performances and intensive European touring schedule. 

Rik Van Den Bosch 
Rik writes, sings, and plays his own songs on his acoustic guitar, drawing from a wide influence of styles: original
folk and blues sounds from way back, sixties’ rock ’n’ roll grooves, and up-to-the-minute pure rock rhythms - with a
bit of gypsy and Spanish influence thrown in for good measure.  

Folk, blues, and good ol' rock 'n' roll from a globetrotting Dutchman armed with a guitar, a harmonica, and a strong
pair of lungs. 

It is the logical musical World for the one that cycled three months long from New Orleans to New York with a
guitar on his back, to play on the streets along the way. 

John Ward Trio 
John’s warm and versatile style entertains and engages the audience, usually ensuring a repeat invitation. His
repertoire, which is wide and varied, reflects his musical tastes and his enjoyment in playing in different styles, at
large and intimate venues alike, and to different types of audience. As well as John’s original compositions, his set
for different occasions can include traditional folk, light jazz and popular standards from the last 50 years of rock
and pop.  

Since the beginning of 2013 John has been putting together and performing with a collection of musicians
commonly known as a band.  

The core of this band is: Exceptional guitarist Stephen Mynott, double bass and mandolin player Les Woodley,
Andy Marr Cajon percussion and Lynne Ward harmony vocal and mandolin. 

With a strong emphasis on vocal harmony from all the band, the eclectic mix of styles once again reflects John's
songwriting and repertoire and reproduces some of the sounds found on John's studio albums. 



Willowspin Ceilidh Band 
Based in the wilds and wetlands of the Norfolk Broads, Willowspin play traditional folk, ceilidhs and barn dances
using energetic reels, jigs, polkas and other tunes from Ireland, Scotland and other areas. 

Willowspin began in 2011 and has been regularly playing ceilidhs for festivals, functions and other events since.
The normal line-up comprises violin, mandolin, guitar, bass, drumkit and caller, with the occasional sprinkle of
flute and other variations. 

Michelle Glover runs the band - in addition to the Norfolk-based psych-folk band Magicfolk. 

Trials of Cato 
Hailing from North Wales and Yorkshire, The Trials of Cato returned to the UK from Beirut, Lebanon in the winter
of 2016. Since then their feet have barely touched the ground as their eclectic brand of folk music – encompassing
18th century ballads all the way up to self-penned stomping dance tunes – has seen them booked out at folk clubs
and festivals across the country, with 2018 looking ever busier. 

The band’s live set includes both original and traditional material, delivered wholly on fretted instruments (and a
few surprises) to achieve a musical presence not often heard on the modern folk scene. Praised for the diversity of
their material and influences, The Trials of Cato live show ‘invariably stuns the audience wherever they play.’ 

“One of the real discoveries on the folk circuit in recent times” – Mark Radcliffe, BBC Radio 2 “One of the tightest
and most invigorating bands on the circuit today” – Artree “Highly recommended ” – Celtic Music Radio 

LongShoreDrift 
Hailing from the depths of the Wensum Valley in the heart of rural Norfolk, LongShoreDrift play contemporary
acoustic music. Expect a mix of instrumental tunes and original songs, often very story-based and which, whilst
acknowledging traditional song forms and encompassing a variety of musical styles, blends the “tradition” with
modern themes in a thoughtful, respectful and good-humoured way. The trio consists of Ewan Chipping on
mandola, whistles, melodeon and tenor banjo, Luke Horncastle on cajon and bodhran and Tim Chipping on
acoustic guitar and vocal. Next year, 2019, sees the band's 10th anniversary…..a fact they can’t quite
grasp……….doesn’t time fly when you’re having fun! 

Kit Hawes & Aaron Catlow 
This Bristol-based duo playing acoustic, folk and roots music have worked with many artists including Seth
Lakeman, Afro Celt Sound system, Yola Carter, Mad Dog McRea, Sheelanagig and Roni Size to name a few.  But
what unites them is a passion for folk music. They draw on their many influences to created unique arrangements
of traditional songs and tunes, as well as their own compositions. The live show is a musical journey through
Europe and beyond,  combining dazzling playing with a fine sense of musicality and showmanship. 

Kit Hawes and Aaron Catlow's debut album The Fox has been received with critical acclaim. It explores the
relationship between fiddle, guitar and voice, using the fertile ground of the traditional music of the British Isles as
its starting point. The product of decades of musical experience, the track listing combines self-penned tunes and
folk tales, all intricately arranged and heartfelt. 

“Fleet fingered and ingeniously arranged. .....deserve to be thought of as up there with the best of them" –
Songlines 

“Reminiscent of Martin Carthy and the late Dave Swarbrick and I can give them no higher accolade" Mark Radcliff
BBC Radio 2. 



The Salts 
Twenty first century folk fires a respectful broadside at the traditional. The Salts are a co-operative of seasoned
musicians, creating what is fast becoming one of the most exciting and energetic folk concepts of recent times. The
Salts have developed their own unique sound, mixing well-written original compositions alongside traditional
tunes we all know and love. Their live shows are guaranteed to get you dancing and singing along and their debut
album ‘She Rises’ has received rave reviews across the board. 

Noble Jacks 
With the fiddle leading the charge, Noble Jacks are out to take no prisoners as they come on with their high-
energy footstompin’ rhythms which have taken crowds by storm across the UK. 
Noble Jacks have been touring relentlessly, stompin’ their way round the UK music scene with sold-out headline
shows promoting their debut album ‘What the Hammer’ as well as shows at major festivals including Glastonbury,
Cambridge Folk Festival, and Beautiful Days to name a few. 

SIGNED WITH UNION MUSIC STORE RECORD LABEL! Following on from Noble Jacks' debut EP, Gun Hill, the
band signed a record deal with Union Music Store to produce and release their first full length album. Recorded at
The Metway Studio in Brighton (The Levellers' studio) and produced by Jamie Freeman, Noble Jacks are proud to
announce their DEBUT ALBUM - WHAT THE HAMMER -   

Meanwhile, ‘The Blacksmith Stomp’, written for the band’s supportive and rowdy blacksmith/ farrier friends,
continues  to be Noble Jacks' most popular live party piece. A live performance of The Blacksmith Stomp,
featuring on-stage foot stomping from the farriers, was captured at Trinity Theatre and is viewable on the media
page or YouTube. 

The O’Riellys and The Paddyhats 

The O’Reillys and The Paddyhats are probably the most international of the bands from the latest German Celtic
punk wave. 

A unique formation that finally gives the Irish Folk Punk scene something new and refreshing to talk about. The
seven multi-instrumentalists don’t care whether they play their shows at a big venue in the heart of Moscow, a
small underground establishment in Madrid or simply by the water in the nearby city of Bremen. Once they set
foot on stage, the atmosphere immediately bursts with energy and that feeling you get when you’re partying with
all your friends rushes through your body. A solid backline, driving folk and a shared passion for 
Irish music are the ingredients that have led to multiple sore throats, roaring parties and screams for an encore! 

A show by the seven musicians is one that you’re bound to remember. All of their songs are performed with
unrestrainable passion and raw authenticity, taking the audience on an Irish 

journey full of tales, stories and drinking. Heck, you’ll feel like you’re sitting in an old Celtic pub once this band
begins playing! 

The O’Reillys and the Paddyhats will bring their very own interpretation of Irish Folk Punk into your head, your
legs and your soul! 



Chris Moore 

Chris Moore is a guitarist and singer with a particular interest in interpreting traditional folk songs. His music
brings energy and vibrant guitar arrangements to both the old songs and his own songwriting. Over the years he
has acquired a broad range of musical influences, from folk musicians such as Richard Thompson, Nic Jones and
Bellowhead, and the worlds of blues, jazz and classical music.  

Chris has been playing music in various settings since his early teens. During his time studying music at Bangor
University, Chris played in several bands, including as a bass player in a jazz trio and blues / rock band and lead
guitarist in a progressive rock band. This was also the time that he started to develop his interest in interpreting
traditional songs. Chris is a regular on the local folk club circuit and has recently been playing with local band The
Fried Pirates. 

Chris's Album 'Old Roots and New Shoots' is available on download from Bandcamp and on CD. 

(The) Red Dear 

(The) Red Dear: siblings Dylan and Izzy, 17 & 15, don’t have a TV. Instead, they write and record modern folk
music. Acoustic instruments and vocal harmonies form the basis of their music, with a little bit of electric guitar,
and some other weird stuff. They play acoustic guitars with cello bows, use a 43 string autoharp, and create
atmospheric sounds. 

Formed in early 2016, the duo’s first EP “Demo” resulted in lots of local radio play, and the song“Paper Dust”
received national airplay on BBC Radio One. 

The Jigantics 
The Jigantics are a band that send their audiences home with a smile but not before ripping their emotions to
shreds with their unique style of roaring uptempo songs, stunning harmonies and soulful thought-provoking
tearjerkers. This multi-talented crew don’t give anyone the opportunity to be complacent.  

You’re never sure what’s going to happen next as instruments and vocal lines are swopped with abandon, but
always with a touch of genuine class from masterful musicians and songsmiths. Cajun, Blues, Rock and Folk
sensibilities all make for a heady recipe of musical bliss. Expect the unexpected and you will be royally rewarded
by this hard working, award winning band who have been winning rave reviews up and down the UK and all over
Europe.   

The Macarons 

The Macarnos are Steve Underhill, Scott Good and Jamie Fuller. Performing upbeat acoustic based tracks, the
guys play guitars, bass and cajon, with Scott and Steve sharing lead vocals, giving rich harmonies. Singer
songwriter Vic Allen will be joining the guys for FIAF, and will perform some of her own songs as well. 



Oakleas Rise 
When they first met, musician and songwriter Stuart Mcleod was looking for vocal coaching and
singer/songwriter and performer Lesley Curtis was looking for a creative marketeer to help her with her website.
It was a fair swap of skills. Five years later finds them collaborating as the singer/songwriter and performing duo
‘Oakleas Rise’. They have created their own unique style of original music with flavours of American Country and
English Folk music – a sort of English Americana. Together they wrote a few songs for Lesley’s country music
album ‘Looking For the Girl’,  released in 2015, and they are now working on their first album together as ‘Oakleas
Rise’. 

Based in Northamptonshire, they are willing to travel and are available to book now. They can play 2 x 45 minute
sets of purely original music, although they have been known to throw in the odd cover or two. 

Kieran Campbell 
Kieran was our last min booking and glad we are too. The 20 year old musician will be playing solo although  he
does also  play in a band outside solo performing. He is inspired by Bob Dylan, Anti Flag and Green Day, to name
but a few. He hails all the way from Lincolnshire ! 

John Ralph 
John’s songs and tunes reflect the diversity of music influences from a lifetime of playing.  

Songs of social comment, love songs, comedy songs chorus songs and traditional songs,  from The UK and
Australia. All played with a contemporary feel but with roots firmly in the tradition. 

His song 'Songlines', from his second CD, received a special mention in the Australian Songwriting awards in 2014. 

His third CD ‘Originals with Influences’ contains all self-penned songs and tunes reflecting his influences from
playing in Folk,Irish ,Country and Rock Bands. 

“His CDs always leave you with a feeling you would like to catch a live performance. He creates a great vibe with
his singing and playing”   John Williams.  Trad and Now Magazine. 

Summerwood 
Summerwood feature Tony Croft (melodeon), Kate Croft (accordion, concertina) and Kent Prentice (guitar). They
play some of the best-loved and also lesser-known tunes composed by the eighteenth century, blind, Irish harpist,
Turlough O'Carolan - Ireland's national treasure. 

This performance will give you the opportunity to hear intricate and finely woven harmonies that characterise
Summerwood's unique interpretations and arrangements of these traditional Irish melodies. 

Billy Lubach 
"Multi-instrumentalist and songwriter Billy Lubach sings wistful and nostalgic songs with a distinctive voice and
style. The Norwich based musician takes fragments of childhood memories and weaves them into surreal but
universally relatable narratives. His idiosyncratic approach to songwriting creates beautiful, uplifting melodies." 



Great music, lovely people,
beautiful vibe! 

Theo Fenning 



Session Area - Boat Stage in the Woods 

Speed Carving 

Archery 

Spear and Knife Throwing  

Free music workshops for all ages - Saturday Only 

Children's Play Area and Workshops 

New for 2018 - The Holistic Hub 

Find an array of treatments, remedies and alternative therapies on
offer as well as yoga, workshops and more. 

Magenta Pathway 
Tarot, mediumship and readings 

Neal's Yard Remedies and Treatments 
Head and back massage, reflexology and facials 

Oak Tree Therapies 
Hypnotherapy, reiki, past life regression 

Altered Spirit  
Crafts and healing 

dōTERRA 
Essential oils and body scans 

Sharon Dempsey 
Amatsu Therapy and acupuncture 

Rex Pacheco 
Yoga for children and adults 

A C T I V I T I E S    

Folk in a Field isn't just about great live music; there are plenty of
other activities to get involved in over the weekend.   



FOOD AND DRINK 
 

BBQ 
Local meats whose quality you can taste, grilled or bbq'd to your liking. Also smoked fish, fresh salad

and chips  
 

Pizza 
Fresh, hand-made and cooked to perfection in a wood fired oven. Renato's Pizza is by far the best

you could ask for! 
 

The Travelling Bluebird 
Whether it's fresh coffee, smoothies or a hot toastie with a filling of your choice, they sure do not

disappoint. 
 

Proper Ice-cream 
Ice cream as it should be, an abundance of different flavours for you to mix and match.  

 
Pralines 

Now these are a treat, hand-made in front of you, these delicious treats will tickle anyone's taste
buds (may contain nuts) 

 
The Mashed Tea Tent 

Brownies, cookies, cakes, washed down with an array of different teas and coffees from all over. 
 

Yvette's Veggie Catering 
 Enjoy freshly cooked vegetarian dishes with a punch of flavour. 

 
Our Own Beer 

We joined forced with the local, award winning Beeston Brewery to come up with our own ale.
Called 'Out of Folkus', it sure does go down a treat! 

 







7:50 The Stables 
8:45 The Punkfolkers 

9:40 Nepomuk 
11:00 3 Daft Monkeys 

12:10 Rik Van Den Bosch 
1:00 John Ward Trio 

2:15 Willowspin 
3:35 Trials of Cato 

4:20 Chainsaw Carving Demo 
5:10 LongShoreDrift 

6:30 Kit Hawes & Aaron Catlow 
7:50 The Salts 

9:20 Noble Jacks 
10:50 The O'Riellys and the  Paddyhats 

11:00 Chris Moore 
11:45 (The) Red Dear 

12:40 The Jigantics 
1:45 The Macarnos 
2:35 Oakleas Rise 

3:15 Kieran Campbell 
3:50 John Ralph 

4:30 Summerwood 
5:10 Billy Lubach 

Friday 6th July

Saturday 7th July

    Sunday 8th July

That's all folks!


